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The productivity of Ita people will
deternine the prosperity oJ" a country. Con-
sidering tlie ravi? materials v/e poi>£iess in this
country, our productivity will depend on our
willingness tu v/ork, v/hlch in turn vvill depend
on our desire for the better things, and our
opportunities to secure them. The extending;
of ci-edit to the consura 3r undoubtedly provides
many opportunities to buy v/hlch would otherv/ise
not exist.
There are, in fact, three very Important
benefits of installment selling.
1. It enables a nev/ article to come into
general use more rapidly than v/ould otherv/ise
be possible.
2. It greatly Increases production.
3. It reduces the cost of production
at the same time making possible an Improvement
in quality.
The history of the automobile is an
excellent example. V/lthout installment selling
we should now have f ev/er cars of inferior quality
I
3at higher prices. In thin connection also v/e
would have fewer miles of improved roads and
many of our manufacturing processes some of
which are not directly related to the automo-
bile would be much less advanced than they are
today.
We are witnessing; today the application of
these principles by the manufacturers of oil-
heaters and refrigerators. The usage of both of
these devices is increasing by leaps and bounds
while at the tiame time their quality is improv-
ing and their price is decreasing. In these and
many other cases it v/ould be safe to say that
installment selling is aiding in the rapid advance
of civilization.
Just as credit to the producer increases
his productive capacity, so credit to the con-
sumer increases his consumptive capacity. The
possession of goods, or contrivances v/hich con-
tribute to the happiness, enjoyment and convenience
of the individual is made sooner than it otherwise
•I
4could be. The noaaession of such goods is an important
factor in raising the standard of living.
The greatest grov.'th of consumer credit has taken
place during; the period of our greatest economic pros-
perity. There seems to be no serious questioning its
basic soundness. The problem is one of correct guid-
ance so that expansion will be along sound lines and
with proper safeguards. To the bank and finance com-
pany fall the greatest portion of this responsibility,
because of their position in the system.
In writing this thesis, I am particularly indebted
to Professor Richard P. Doherty, of the Economics Depart-
ment of Boston University, v/ho has gladly given ne the
benefits of his time and advice. For their assistance,
in furnishing me v/ith material and data, I v/ish to thank
IVIr. C.C. Hanch, general manager of the National Association
of Finance Companies, Mr. O.P. Pearson, of the National
Automobile Chamber of Comiaerce of Nev; York City, Mr. H.
Russell Gort of tlie United States Department of Commerce
at Boston, IJlr , E. D. Borden of the Chamber of ComLierce of
the United otates, Mr. L. S. Frank of the Commercial
Investment Trust Incornorated of Nev/ York City and Mr. G.
A. Kahmann of the General Motors Acceptance Corporation.

THE ORIGIN AND GROV/TH OP
INSTALLMENT BUYING
An Installment sale or purchase is one in
which the orice, of the goods, is to be paid in
fixed portions at stated intervals.
Aside from a cash or dov/n payment, v/hich
is usually made at the time of sale, the trans-
action is simply a credit or deferred payment
transaction, in contrast to a cash payment and
does not differ in its nature from any other
credit transaction. As stated above, installment
credit provides for the payment of the debt in
regular and fixed installments, and in this res-
pect it ii^ a sort of funded debt in contrast to
a demand obligation, which is payable at the re-
quest of the creditor or to the old-fashioned
book credit or charge account or open account
which was payable in v/hole or in parts, at the
convenience of the debtor. It also stands in con-
trast to the kind of debt Vi^hich runs for a stated
period and which is to be paid in a lump sura at th
end of the period.

In buying on the iniitallment plan, the ^oods
are delivered to the buyer, but the title to them
generally remains in the seller and does not pass
to the buyer until all the installments are paid.
In some cases, hov/ever, the title passes immediately
to the buyer, and he gives a mortga^.;e on the goods
as security for the balance due. Default in payment
in almost all cases, gives the seller the right to
the possession of the goods; the buyei- foi'feits all
previously paid installments. It is difficult to
generalize on the legal aspects of installment sell-
ing, as there is a complex body of statutes governing
this form of sale in each of the forty-eight states.
However, efforts are being made with some
success to secure the enactment of uniform laws
governing conditional sales in the various states.
A Federal law is impossible v/ithout constitutional
amendment, and in its absence uniformity is elmost
impossible.
The imnortant thing of every t5.me payment plan
should be the iron-clad legal I'etention on the article
Jt-1
financed. This fact is obvious since the article
is the basis of tlie loan and the finance company
should retain title until the purchaser has ful-
filled hit obligations. This security by the fin-
ance company may be in the form of a chattel mort-
gage or a conditional sales contract depending upon
the lav/s of the state v/here the sale is effected.
The main difference betv.'een these two forms is
that a chattel mortgage is a direct lien on the
specific article whereas in a conditional sale the
seller retains title to the commodity until final
payment is made.
The selling of merchandise on the installment
plan is not an innovation of recent years. Hist-
orically, installment buying can be traced back to
the days of ^ypt and Babylon. Later this method
was used in the days of Rome. It is said that^"^^
Crassus, a colleague of Caesar, sold homes on the
installment plan. This may be called the beginning
of our Building and Loan Associations and Co-operative
Banks
•
The next mention of it occurred in the eight
-
eenth century when a Countess Blessington of Bigland
(1) oelignfoi, PT.X. ~ "ibononics of "iristallment
Selling." Harper and Brothers, 1929.
4
attempted to refurnish her home on the Installment
olan.
Thlt; proposition was the subject of much dis-
cussion at the time, but the method did not take
root in Bigland.
It v/as in Nev/ York City that this method of
consumer credit took root. The year was 1807 and
the promoters v/ere dealers of household furniture.
Among the first merchants v/ho advanced this plan
were such firms as Ludv/ig Baumann and Company,
Cowperthwait and Sons and Jordan Moriarty and Coh-
pany
.
Then in 1856, the Singer Sev/ing Machine
Company applied this method to the sale of its pro-
ducts. The piano dealers and then the book pub-
lishers were thi3 ne:it to apply this **orEi of credit
to the sale of their products. The automobile in-
dustry was the next to adopt this method of selling.
It was not until approximately ten years ago, that
the enormous modern expansion of installment buying
began. This rapid expansion in business, uneoualed
at any other time in our commercial history, may be
justifiably attributed to the expansion of the auto-
mobile industry, v^hich in turn can be attributed to

9consumer credit.
The use of installment selling In the auto-
mobile industry caused the plan to be adopted in
numerous other fields, chief among these being
the radio, washing machines, r efi^lgerators, vacu-
um cleaners and cloth: ng.
The sale of Liberty Bonds on thit. plan v;as en-
couraged during the World V/ar by the United tJtates
Gov ernraent
.
Gradually this expansion in consuiiei' credit
spread to industry after Industry so that it can
be Safely said that there is hardly anything today
on sal' which cannot be purchased on the install-
ment plan.
"The great grov/th in Installment selling
may be attribvited to a number of factors. Among
the most important are the following." (1)
1. "Increased real income and higher
standards of living of the v/orkin^; classes than
before the V/ar. These have served to expand the
worker's desires and to interest him in a v/ider
range of articles than heretofore.
\
( 1) iiee Credit and its Uses," by Prendergast and
Steiner, D. Appleton «c Co., 1951.
1J
2. The Liberty Loan drives of wartime
initiated many for the first time into the
practice of installment buying; and the habit
once formed, proved easy to continue during
subsequent years.
3. Development of large productive
capacity. The automobile industry had vis-
ioned mass output, and in achieving this, in-
stallment selling proved a most important
accompaniment. Again, after the crisis of
1920, many industries fo\ind themselves v/ith
expanded plant capacity, T/hich threatened to
remain unused. Iniitallment selling proved the
solution.
4. Competition among business men.
Without installment selling, the manufacturer
or merchant could not hope to compete v/ith
others in the same line offering such facili-
ties, nor to sell his article if another total-
ly different article desired by the buyer was
offered on time.
.1
I
«5
5. Advertising'; and salesmanship. The
postwar period has been renowned for "scientific
selling*^ and the fertile field of installment
selling has had its due share of attention. In-
stallment selling is no longer restricted to the
poorer classes, b\it has become a perf^ectly res-
pectable device, used by the best classes and the
best stores."
i
SOCIAL AND 5CGNOMIC ADVA^'AGES
(1)
OF IICTALLMHIT BUYIIIG
This chapter presents, in an outline form,
some of the reasons advanced, by v/riters and
lecturers, in favor of installment buying.
The following chapter, outlines the dis-
advantages of installment buying. Both are
presented impartially and the question of v/hich
outv/eighs the other is let't to the judgment of
the reader*
I» Installment buying has the social attributes
necessary to insure economic soundness.
A. The standard of living of tl^ie masses is
higher than ever before.
1. Installment buying places v/ithin the reach
of tiiO mass of people articles of comfort
and luxui'ies previously unattainable.
2. It makes homes happier.
3. Credit selling and production on mass scale
liberate more time.
a, V/orkers have leisure for widening their
range of knov/ledge.
b. More products are consumed in the longer
periods outside the v/orkshops .
(1") THe" Ref or enc e iih elf - Sept emb er 1928
I
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4. The system makes better citizens.
a. It gives the masses an interest and
share in the credit structure of the
country,
b. Possession of luxuries creates a better
frame of mil id for paying monthly life
insurance protection for the family.
5. Installment buying brings material gains in
automobile, pianos, furniture and other ar-
ticles for individuals and the nation.
B. The credit privil(3|-,e shov/s achievement.
1. Acceptance necessitates
a. Acertain earning scale.
b. Savings for first payment.
C. Contentment and proper social adjustment
are prevalent because of the
1. Incentive to v/ork and pj'oduce more.
2. Guaranty of individual progress.
3. Goal for savings.
4. Self-respect, engendered by ov/ning property.
5. Large number benefited, greatly surpassing
the few v/ho use the system unwisely.
i
a. Carel'ul credit analysis prevents use
by those v;ho should not pledge future
incomes
.
6. Income budgeting and thrift.
a. Many v/ould otherwise live up to ttieir
annual incomes and have nothing; to show
for it.
b. The installnent buyer looks ahead and
plans his econoi ic program.
7. More and steadier employment.
8. Added business success.
Installment buying discourages socialistic tenden-
cies because
1. The difference betv/een things available to
rich and poor is steadily diminishing,
2. Labor relations are bettered,
a. Acquisitiveness is Inconsistent vith labor
unrest
.
b. Better v/orking conditions are necessitated
by the increased demands of the consumer.
3. Access is given, to p(X)ple at large, to credit
facilities formerly reserved for men of affair
Jl I
Con sura era' credit Is the cause of a c oris id crable
proportion of the increase in v/ealth of t} is
country,
A. Thrift activities have increased contiruously
since its v/idespi^eart use.
1. Savings deposits have grovm.
a. Out of the larger incomes hrou^^ht
about by increased production more
is saved.
2. The amount of life insurance has been
greatly augi i =nt ed
.
3. Building and loan assets have exp&nded.
4. There has been extensive and rapid ab-
sorption of investment securities.
B. So-called luxuries have been real factors in
increasing prosperity.
1. l&tension of the use or automobiles by
many p ople of moderate means has enriched
the country to an imrieasurable extent.
C. Installment credit is a natural evolution of
credit.
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1. Producer credit v/as lookod upon v/ith as ruich
suspicion at its start,
D. No greater credit risk is necessary thrn bel'ore.
1. This Torn is susceptible to nore highly
specialized control than bank credit.
2, During the severe depression of 1920-21
leading finance companies suffered a credit
loss of less than 1 per cent.
5. Risks in consumers' credit are in fact nore
liquid than those of producers' credit.
E. The national incone is steadily increasing at
the rate of 7-^ per cent annually.
F. A Drofitable exchange is naintained v'ithout
exorbitant rates.
1. Custoriers pay cash vvlcet- plus reasonable
interest
.
2. The dealer gets nonc^y cheap.
3. The bank makes a substantial profit.
4. Rates for financing &.ro rapidly dropping
from competition.
G. The system Is an old form of credit extension
which has been foi nd sound.
I1
1. Durlnf, the three-quarters of e century of
the sev/ing machine business installment
selling has not brought disaster to that
industry.
The system has exercised a joint stimulus up-
on production and consumption.
1. V/e could not have our present high state
of industrial civilization if thrift had
been interpreted aa foregoing modern mach-
ines, largely bought on the installment plan.
2. Our motor industry v/ould not be the largest
in the v/orld v/ithout installment buying.
3. Vast sums v/ould not have been expended on
new roads.
4. The success of innumerable dealers in all
commodities depends on the availability of
consumers* credit provided by the financing
compani es .
Standardization and regulation are fast removing
all cause for concern about the system.
1. The larger financing; companies are members
of a national association v/hich collects data

leading to acceptance of standard policies
by memb ers
.
£. The continuous disregard ol' sound rrinciplcs
governing installnt^nt financing cariies its
own corrective.
3. Only 2 per c f^nt of outstanding; credit is in-
stallment credit.
In the Pennsylvania miner's strike of 1925-26
the struggle to fulfill obligations v/as a
tribute to the honesty of installment pur-
chas ers
.
1. Banks sustained no loss -^^s v/hatever.
2. Finance companies' losses v.' ere very little
above normal.
The commercial and industrial aspects of install-
ment buying ^lustify its continuance.
A. From the consumers' vieir/point the system is
beneficial.
1. It fosters the purchase of durablo in-
stead of perishable goods,
a. The consumer buys v/ith - n ej'-e to its
outlasting the period of payment.
4
b. Moat articles sold on the installment
plan cionform to the standard ol' enduring
value.
It is a just method of paym-^nt I'or vf lue
rec eived.
a. The period ol' use b^v^-een installments
is paid in advance.
b. Consumers should not be required to pay
in advance for articles v/hich only yield
full gratification over a period of several
y cars
.
By maMng purchasing pov.'er keep pace vith
producing pov/er the v/orl; er is enftbled. to
enjoy the fruit of his greater productivity.
Savings of a very real order are el'fected
v/hen installment purchases consist of articlf s
which yi'^ld a lasting fund of enjoj-mont and
effici cncy
.
The consumer is recouped for the cost of the
system by large-scale pi'oduction.
a. The cost is lov/ered so much that, even
v/ith service charges it is still b'?lov/
ii
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v/hat It v/ould be v/ithout in8tallni(3nt buying,
b. New articles may be bi'Ou^;ht into use more
rapidly than v/ould otherv/ise bo possible.
c. High production insures the v;orker employ-
ment at good v/ages.
(1) The automobile industry alone affords
employraant for millions.
6. Competition is just as effective in pi'eventing
exliorbitant charges for infitailment credit as
it is in other cf s os
.
7. The automobile, made attainable by installment
buying, is a necessity as well as a luxui'y.
a. It is a foi'm of v/ealth production as v/ell as
wefilth expenditure.
8. Installment buying maintains the v/age level at
a point to insure a steadily increasing volume
of consumption.
9. The consuraer enjoys the satisfaction of acquiring
without touching the principal of savings.
10. Installment buying is a better method of saving
than savings bank
.
a. A contract insures r^ulfiity of aepoLits.
I
1. In recent years there has been an increeao
in buying on installment basis ol' industrial
raachinei'y and other articles \;hich earn money
for owners and pay Tor themselves.
From the manufacturert. * viev;point the system is
desirable.
1. It keeps down costs of production.
a. It enables plants to operate more fully
and evenly.
(1) It allov;s steady utilization of plant,
equipnfait, labor and administration per-
sonnel .
2. It v/idens the market and spreads market risk,
a. People in all businesses are paying- in-
stallments.
b. Losses in one section of the country can
be offset by earnings of the rest.
3. It stimulates invention.
4. It improves managerial methods.
a. It upholds efficiency in pi^oduction and un-
employment .
5. It permits continued <:rov/th of corporate surplus.
li
6. It brings stabilized prorit returns to in-
vestors .
7. ELirninf tion ol" installm(3nt seD.lin^; v.ould
paralyze aone industries, afl'ectin^; ad-
versely the aitire econoi. ic structure and
the ci'edit situation.
8. The system prevented severe recession after
the v/ar, avoiding a conseouent fall in pi'ic
9. A large portion oi home trade is founded on
time payn rnts
.
10. Installment buying is upheld by national
leaders of indui^try.
a. Any appreciable increase in sales must
come this v/ay, almost all agree.
11. In case of a depression installriont buy-
ing would speed recovery.
Prom the retail dealei-s' viev/point the systan
is advantag eous .
1. It is more scientific than tL(^ open account
2. It yields increased profit to dealers on
capital invested.

a. Merchandise Inventories turn over more
rapidly.
It offers lovrer prices to consumers v/itbout
cut-thro;'t coripetition and comercial failures.
It provides for nore profitable distribution
and lov/ei^ retail pric'^s.
a. Installment paper may be sold or discounted.
There is a decreased credit risk to dealers as
compared with credit sales on open accounts,
a. The customer has a stake, his dov/n pay-
ment; the dealer has a lien on the pr-oduct.
In a bus.'ness depression dealei' vould i'sre
better than formerly.
a. There v;ould be a better chance to sell
non-liquid inventories b(^csuse of the im-
provement in market I'isk, furnif-hed by in-
stallment selling.
The percentage of installment sales is not
an alarmin^;ly high figure.
a. It is only 15 per cent of th'^ country's
retail trade.

8. In some cases, notable retail clothing, in-
stallramt selling has redviced credit out-
standing from 25 per c ;nt to B per cent of
sal es
.
9. It overcame an increasing sales resistance.
10. Unlike "boons" it affords steady progress
v/ithout soaring prices.
11. The credit losses in installment buying
are belov/ those in the ordinary run of
business .
12. No disaster can result except through un-
wise use of tliis method of selling.
13. The older financing companies have gained
a wealth of experience in merchandising
problems v/hich is daily being used con-
structively in business.
The cardinal principles ol' financial responsibility
of the purchaser, conservative methods of sale and
judicious choice of merchandise are daily becoming
better appreciated, naling for better protection
of seller, consumer and business structure of the
country.

SOCIAL .-HI) 5G()lI0iiIC DISADVANTAGES
(1)
OF IHSTAL].i.I !3IT BUYING
1. Installment buying; is a social menace.
A. Indefinite in(n-'f3ase of buying; pov/er is
a delusion.
1. In the event of v/idespi-ead uneriploy-
ment individuals v/ill suffer.
a. Their assets Vi^ill be frozen.*
b. There v;ill be complete loss of
individual buying, power because
credit has been stretched.
2. Every dollar the consumer pays I'or interest
reduces his ability to buy merchandise.
3. Every dollar sent out of the comraunity to
some finance corpoi^ation lessens the pur-
chasing pov/er of tl'.at community.
B. It is unl'air to the sane membH>rs of a
community to allov/ the dangerous risl s
of installm-^nt buying,.
1. The credit due honest men may be cur-
tailed by credits granted to tliose who
only pay v/h en th ey must
.
2. The eventual collapse v/ill include those
Th e R ef er enc e Sli elf - S ept (xib ei- 19i^B
I
who had no part in the process as veil &s
the injudicious.
3. Cash businesses are injured.
Installment buying, results in freatly increased
costs
.
1. Interest is paid on the v/hole sun v/hile only
a fraction is ov/ed.
2. The original pi'ice of the article is greater.
3. Cash prices ar^^ hif,her v/here installment
sales are the rule.
4. The buyer pays the overhead and profits
of the finance companies.
In case of reposs ess j.on the consumer loses his
down payment and all monthly payments and has
nothing to show for it.
Installment selling; methods are often aishonest.
1. Dov/n payrients and v/eekly paym 3nts are men-
tioned in advertis ^ents but the length of
term and total sun arc omitted.
2. Bctra cost is covered up by various means,
a. Large interest rates are made to appear
nominal
.
(
3. The systen is presented as a boon to con-
sumers v/hen it is really to overcorie prociuc-
tion v/hen exceeding: consumption.
Installment buying tends to destroy independorLC e.
1. It binds the worker to keep his job under
any conditions.
It is falsely assuninf, the properties ol' procvcer
credit
.
1. It shifts the biirden for v/hich the merchant
is prepared to the consumer vho cannot carry
it
a. The inventory problem is shifted.
b. The merchant's ci"'edit is obtained
throu£;h a cautious banker, vhile the
consumer's is obtainable anyv/here and
oft en fore ed on him
.
2. Producer's credit is incomparably safer,
a. The producer reckons his costs more
carefully than the normal consumer.
b. A business is apt to be more stable
than a job, hov/ever good.

Installment buying; is injurious to the I'ar ily
and the individual.
1. Many I'anilies have had disastrous experiences
trying to keep up payments.
2. Normal savin^.^.s are obviously interfered vith.
by installment purchases.
3. It is detrimental to personal psychology to
be cau^jht in pajTients beyond one's ability.
4. Living upon debts degrades the individual,
5. Many people are buying a number ol" things
at once on the installment plan, committing
themselves to Dayments which v/ill become im-
possible.
a. ^asy payments bulked together become hard
to meet.
6. Most families abuse the privileges ol* the
syst em.
a. They mortgage the^ir labor and saving
pov/ers
.
b. They overreach th^^ir incomes in a fren-
zied desire to keep up with their
neighbors
.
!I
!
c. The ed\ication and pl:.ysical vell-bein^;
of the children are neglected vhile th.e
fanily buys luxuries on the installment
plan
.
d. nearly twice as nsmy people buy auto-
mobiles on th'? installment plan as buy
household ec;uipment.
Installment buying is vinderninrng the moral
stamina ol" the covintry.
1. It is to be deplored rather than applp.uded
that the easy buying of luxui-'ies tends to
make the luxui^y of today the necessity of
tomorrov/,
2. Business extravagance is 1 -ading to dangerovt
ostentation in daily living.
3. Society is becoming erratic and irresponsible
a. Competition has reduced the purchaser's
sense of responsibility.
(1) In some lines 95 per cent of in-
stallment buyers are delinquent to
some ext ent
•
I
4. Crimes of theft, forf;ery and I'alse pronise
are incr '^asinf,
.
5. Political equilibriun is upset by install-
ment buying;.
6. Ethics, morale and religion are stained by
the rot; ol' "s elfishness .
7. Installment buying; is not a boon to society,
but a yielding; to the temptation of « asy
mon ey
.
8. PI ?dging wages in advance is doing great
harm to young men and v/oncn in particular.
a. It is breaking dov/n character and re-
sistance to temptations,
b. It is breeding dislionesty.
c. It i-'obs t}iem of the pl^^asure of a-
chievement and of appreciation of the
thing gained.
9. Unwise sp ending is becoming, a national
habit v/hich v/ill recur v/ith eSiCh period
of optimism.
Imminent collapse threatens our 1' inane ial
structure if installment buying is continued.
I!
I
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A. In nany industries super-saturation is
already present.
1. In the automobile industry the satur-
ation point is being covered up by the
artificial stimulption of installment
sales •
B. In case of defaulted payment curing; a ppiiod
of falling prices the dealer can recover only
a small fraction of his loss,
1. Because of depreciation the used article
will bring a lov'er price than the oi'iginal
cost to the dealer.
C. In a sudden depression the explosion of this
highly inflated credit v/ill be disastrous.
D. It increases v/aste and prices vhile re-
ducing the net total of purchasing pover.
1. The increased productive capacity ol
the nation is consumed in additional
waste rather than in additional velfare.
S. In spite of nt^w names installment buying is
plain rmming into debt.
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F. Merchants conresa they are beginning to
repossess r.iore and noi'e goods on account
of non-payiient
.
1. '-i-'hegain in expt?nditure can come only
once, the first year.
III. It is detrimental to the substantial business
intei-ests of th^^ country.
A. The consumer buys perishable gooos and lets
payments lapse v/hen goods are outv/orn.
1. No one v/ishes to pay for something al-
ready used up.
B. Installment buying is a false economy of
savings
.
1. No one v/ishes to pay out more interest
on the debt than they receive on their
"protected" savings. Kovevev, thit 11
done by the consuraer.
C. Installment buying exaggerates the peaks and
valley of the business cycle,
1. It defeats the enlightened efforts of
economists and bankers to ii*on out the
extremes of pi-osperity and depression.
II
4
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D. It is a blind veiitui'e.
1. No reliable statistics or vorkin^: data
can be obtained for a ^;uide in using
this systeri.
E. The enormous unns outstanding on installmmt
debts constitute a v/eakness in our econonic
structure that will h<' fatal v/hen tho tide
of pi'ospei'ity turns.
1. For every Jp7 of cash mtail sales in
the United States there is ^1 of in-
stallment purchase.
F. ^mall payxusnts, particulai'ly iii the auto-
mobile market, are dangerous.
1. They are having, an unfavorable effect
on the used car market.
2. They v/ill soon b<^in to affect un-
favorably the nev/ car market.
G. Goods not entirely paid for ere from a
business viev/point part of the unsold goods
pressing on the market.
1. These articles are the property of the
seller till the last installment is p?id.
(I
i
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'd. An element ol" uncertainty iti introduced
because thr> quality and cuantity it un-
knov/n
.
H. The ayatern deati'oya seasonal sales rnd dis-
counts future sales.
I. As v/ith other stimulants tlie "easy payments"
dose must be increased constantly.
1. Terms are being lengthened unv/isely.
2. Credit saf (guards are being ignored.
3. In a period of depression manufacturers
and retailers vY.o have stimulated sales
unduly by deferred paym^Tits v/ill stiff er.
a. The mrrket vill be flooded v/jth
second-hand goods from repossessions.
b. The normal market v.'ill contract.
(1) The frame of mind of the consuming
public v/ill be averse to going into
debt
.
J. Manufacturers v/ill suffer as v/ell as retailers
from becoming involved in the credit situation.
1. In order to maintain outlets and sustain dealer
organizations the\- vill have to offer pdvences
and guarantees as relief m^^sur- s.
I!
I
METHODS OF FINANCE
The method of Tinance varies according to
the commodity. The method of distribution causes
a difference in the selling terns and in the form
of the paper, which in turn vary the requirements
which the finance company must establish in order
to protect itself from possible loss, 5&ch prod-
uct that is financed presents a different problem
as to down payment, lengtli of time to pay, and
susceptibility to repossession. In the case of
equipm'^nt requiring installation, the initial pay-
ment should be eq\iivalent to this cost plus that
of removal should repossession be necessary.
In the automobile financing field it is an
accepted standard that the purchaser should pay dov/n
at least one- third of the cost of the car and pay
the balance equally over a period of 12 months, v/ith
18 months being the maximum.
In connection with the sale of installment goods
other than automobiles, the finance company confines
its services to the furnishin^^, of the funds. The
dealer does the collecting and in case of default also

reD03sesses the article. The customer does not know
of the existance of the finance company. In these
cases the customer is not notified of the finance com-
Dany* s interest in their purchase.
From the viewpoint of the dealer and finance
comoany, there are three methods by which articles
are financed on the installment plan. The first and
oldest method is knov/n as the recourse plan. Under
this Plan the dealer is reauired to endorse and g;uar-
antee the paper, should the purchaser default in pay-
ment. Furthermore, the finance company can recover its
funds from three sources, the buyer, the goods, and
the dealer.
Modified forms of this method of finance are
used by the General Motors Acceptance Corporation and
the Commercial Investment Trust Corporation, tv/o of the
largest finance companies.
It is natural that dealers should recommend the
elimination of chelr endorsement of customer paper so
as to remove their contingent liability, which shortens
the actual credit given them by banks. Banks v/ere un-
willing to loan funds to automobile dealers when such

dealers' endorsements v/ere held by finance companies
on their retail sales. The dealers therefore doriand-
ed that they be relieved of the necessity of indoising
the retail paper.
The result of this denand is the non-recourse
plan. Under this plan, the dealer assumes no respon-
sibility. The finance company deals' directly v/ith the
customer and cannot seek payment from the dealer, should
the buyer default in pa^Taent . Tv/o of the lar^e finance
comDanies of this type are the National Bond and Invest-
ment Company and the Commercial Credit Company-
The third method of finance is a combination of
the other two. Under this plan the dealer sig;ns a
written agreement to repurchase the article repossessed
by the finance company. Should the finance company be
unable to repossess the comiodity, it has to stand the
loss and has no recourse to the dealer. Hov/ever, if ve-
possession takes place, then the dealer is obliged to
repurchase the article fron tlie finance company for the
deferred balance outstanding, v/hether or not the article
is worth that amount. In the case of automobiles such
agreements usually contain a clause to the effect that
the finance comnany must deliver the car to the dealer

in a running condition, thua protecting; the dealer from
cars that have been wrecked or damaged beyond I'epair.
The chief advantage of the non-recours e plan is its
preference by a great many dealers over the recourse
form. "The dealer refers the applicant's request for
credit to the finance company, which makes, or refuses
the loan to the customer in accordance with his desira-
bility from the credit viev/point. The feature of an
efficient non-recourse company is a complete local organ-
ization which is competent to handle all credits and coll-
ections and accept all the responsibility, liability, and
(1)
expense in connection v/ith its work."
The dealers desire that finance companies should
take over all the duties and responsibilities of credit
investigation, contingent liability, repossession and loss-
es, even though it may cost the purchaser a higher service
charge than in the recourse form. It is further claimed
that in the recourse plan the dealer must make the credit
investigation and since he is primarily interested in sell-
ing, he is sub,1 ect to many mistakes in this respect.
On the other hand, since financing on the recourse
plan lowers the charges, it is preferred by both the nanu-
Tn Wright, H. "^Tinancing of Automobile~rnstaT!ment
Sales." A. W. ^haw Company, 1927.
II
facturer and inatallraent purchaser. The rianul'acturer
,
because of competition, v/ants to make the final purchase
price of his article as lov/ as possible and have it pur-
chased by responsible parties, so as to have a minimum of
repossessions. This plan makes the dealer assume a credit
responsibility in each sale, thereby not promoting loose
credits and to Irresponsible parties.
The disadvantages of one method are the advantages
of the other. "Neither the recourse nor the non-re-
course plan of financing; has inherent in Its form qual-
ities which will prevent abuse nor insure, through its
mere form, profitable results from the standpoint of
both the manufacturer and the dealer. Greater progress
might be made if more emphasis v/ere laid on conservatism
and soundness of operation and less on the form of the
(1)
plan itself."
Perhaps the most striking difference betv/een the
customary method of financing automobile sales, and that
of other kinds of goods, is the use of the "hold-back."
With automobiles, the finance company pays to the dealer,
as soon as it purchaser his paper, the full amount of the
note less its charges. With other kind of goods, it is
JT) V/right, H. E. "i-'inancing of T^Titonobil o Installment
Sales." A. \7. 3hav; Company, 1927.
I
generally the custom to hold back some part, often
10 per cent of the price of the paper. This hold-
back being refunded to the dealer usually upon the
completion of the payrients, but sometimes on a pro
rata basis as the nayments are made.
The table on pf4;e 60 presents the application
of this principle to the various articles.
1
FINANC E COMPANY
The finance company is a cr oat ion of the last
25 years. Prior to tliat tine financial service v;as
rendered only by banlcs , and even such service was
much narrower in scope than it is today. The fin-
ance cornoany, wns created to meet the need of manu-
facturers and wholesale distributors for the dis-
counting of paper v/hich could not be ordinarily done
through the banks. In this manner a manufacturer
could assign his open accounts receivable to the fin-
ance company, v;ithout makirxg this assignment public.
The manufacturer v;ould act as agent or trustee for the
finance company collect the bills v;hen they v;ere due
and, then remit to the finance company the sum due
them. Then the finance companies took on the fin-
ancing of installment paper in v/hich case payment by
the maker v/aM made to the finance company.
The greatest impetus to this form of finance v:as
given by the rise of the automobile industry, and as
this industry grev,' so grev/ the number of finance companie
It would seem quite apparent that thfs i'orm of
banking could be made the basis for an important and

raoid development in the v/hole J'ielri oi" distribute on.
Such was th*^ case.
The averaf^e automobile note of 1929 as r^'orted
by th^ National Association of Finance Companies covered
a Derlod of 9.3 months. ^Jhe average outstanding at ariy
given time r -presents a pei^iod of maturit^r approximately
one half as long as the duration of th*^ average not- ol"
the prior twelve months' period. Therefore, the average
note due on January 1, 1930 had about 4.65 months more to
run. Furthermore only tv;o small finance comparies out
of a total of over a 1000 ai»e knov/n to have gone under
during the past tv/o years. This would be a good v;ay
to compare this ratio v/ith that of commercial bank
failures^ in ordei^ to estimate the licuidity of in-
stallment paper in times of stress as compared to other
forms of credit.
The I'inance company obtains its I'unds from two
chief sources, their ovm capital and bank loans. It
borrows from the bank pledging the ir.stallment contracts
which it has as security for the loans. It is noimal
for a finance company to borrov/ up to four timet its
caDital. Frequ'mtly when a finance company v/ithes to
II
borrow from a bank it is unsucc osal"ul on tho ^i-ovncl
that th<- bank cannot rediscount it^i installment nol; os
with the Reserve bank. Finance companies are nov/
seeking to make their paper eli^;ible for rediscount
and have oetitioned thehf='servp Board to th.ie effect.
Some of the benefits oi' such eli^;ibilit,y ai-e,
the granting of recognition to finance paper as a
high class of security; it v/ould pIIov/ th«^ finance
companies to obtain their fi.nds at a lov/er rate of
interest and make it («.sy for thf^m to obtain i'unds
as n r ed ed
.
The result would be a reduction of I'lnance
company charges, so that the several Liillion of
installment buyers v/ould be benefited thereby.
When the selling of cars on the installment
plan first began in this country the usual procedure
was for the dealer to take the notes of the customfr,
for the deferred portion of the price and hold these
until they v^ere paid. V/hen too much of the dealer's
capital became tied up in these notes, he endorsed
or discounted them with his bank. ""Jhis practice
41
worked well for a modei*a:e amount of biifsinesa, but
as the amount of paper, that th<^ dealer discounted
kept mounting, tho bank th^m bef,an to feel doubtfiil
of their security. aIso, in the meantirie, tho dealer
was obliged to borrov/ money to pay for tho cars that
were kppt on display and in stock. In oth^r v/orcls,
the dealer required both v/holes^'le and r-etail finarc3r\g.
These demands resulted in the formation of
finance companies to handle both the wholesale and
retail financing.
Ma.r y dealers borrow from banks the funds necessary
to maintain their stock of cars and rely ort the finance
company to take over the paper arising, out of the sal.e
or a car.
Tiie finance conpany generally assumes the re-
sDonsibility of making collections on this paper.
In talking over this responsibility tho National
Association of Finance Companies has adopted a code
of "standard Terms", for financing, automobile sales,
which orovides among othor tilings that:
The dovm payn-^nt shall not be I'^ss than one-
third of the cash pi'ice for nev; cars, and not less

than 40 Der cent of the cash price for used cars.
The time for paynent shall not exceed twelve
equal monthly installrif^nts . The^se terns v/ere adopted
so as to bring about the following; results:
The buyer must have a sufficient equity in the
property so that he v/ill feel that he is a purchaser
and not a r Titer.
The remaining; salable value of the car, vl: ich
is nov; regarded as used or second-hand, riust at all
times be greater than the I'enainin^; unpaid portion
of th<^ price.
Lastly, the renaining unpaid poi'tion slr-ould at
all times be st all enough so that the buyer v/ould rather
complete the payments than suffer the loss of the
property and his payments.
The laws of the state and country in v/liich such
transactions are conducted bear much consideration and
have a gi'eat effect on such sal^s. It is very generjrU.ly
thought that if a person v/ho buys on the installment
plan sells th'^ car to a third party, such party re-
ceives a good title to the car and thf.t the car can-
not recovered by th^ original seller.
Il
In the Unit -d States the original seller, or
the finance comnany can recover a car I'ron the
subsequent Durchaser. In sone of the States this
can be done only if copies of the sales papers
have been filed v/ith the proper authorities, v/hile
in other States this procedure is not necessary.
It is obvious then that in a country v;here the
laws do not permit recovery from a third party pur-
chaser, the risks of the finance connany are con-
siderably increased.
The longer the time allov/ed for corapleting
the payment the greater are the possibilities of
default, fraudulent sale or bankruptcy.
In many countries if the installment buyer
becomes bankrupt, the car becomes part of his assets
and the finance company merely has the status of
a general creditor.
In the United States, such is not the case
for the finance connany can repossess such a car.
When such a repossessed car is sold, the finance
company may deduct its expenses, cost of repossess-

ion and sale, plus the balance due I'rom the selling;
price and if a balance remains turn it over to the
bankruDt estate.
In most states the property can be retaken v.ithout
any legal process v/hatever, provided this is done with-
out violence. Vi/here this is the law, the person in
possession will seldom forcibly resist the repossess-
ion by the finance company. In the United States
the most used form is the conditional sale contract
in which the buyer obtains possession and use of the
property, but the title remains in the name of the
seller until all payments are made. In the British
Bnpire the sale is on a hire purchase agreement,
which is similar to our bailment lease, v/hereby the
buyer agrees to hire the use of the goods with the
privilege of purchase, for a nominal sum, after the
hire payments have totaled a specified amount.
It was not until 1913 that the first concern
began to buy installment paper in the automobile
business, this company being L.P. V/eaver of San
Francisco. Prom then until 1916 not much v/as done
f
in this line, when the Guarantee Securities Company
began to handle business in all nakea of cars. This
business grew very rapidly during-; the next ten years
and was applied to a v/ide ranf;e of articles besides
automobiles
•
In 1922, only six years later, some 1.000 com-
panies were dealing "automobile paper, and by 1926
the number had grown to 1,600 v/hich together handled
two-thirds o.V the purchases of cars. About 90 per cent
of the business hov^ever, was in the hands of a f ev/
(1)
comoanies
.
"In 1926 a survey made by the National Assoc-
iation of Finance Cor^.panies, a trade organization
of the leading concerns of this sort, shov/ed that
573 firms were then doing a business of $3,322,234,000
a year. This was estimated to be 65 per cent of
the total installment selling; at the time. Only a
quarter of the nations installment sales v^ere being
(2)
handled without the aid of finance companies."
(1) Sellgman, E.R.A. "Ebonomics of installment tielling ,
"
Harp er Bros
.
, 1927
.
(2) C.C. Hanch, "Installment Selling and Its STfects"
address before the National Association of Finance
Companies, February 9, 1928.
1
Further impetus to installment selling had been
given by the rapid f'^rowth of consumer credit to other
products: Radios, mechanical refrigerators, vacuum
cleaners, jev/elry, waiihing machines, clothing, homes
farm and office equipment. Today it can be truthfully
said that there is hardly anything on sale that can-
not be bouglit on the installment plan.
"The years 1916 to 1923 mark the greatest ex-
pansion in installment selling and vith it came ab-
uses that for the time caused a general alarm espec-
ially in banking circles. Since then, hovever, large-
ly throught the influence of the bankers, installment
selling has become stabilized on v/ell recogni?.ed
principles of sound business practice. A large num-
ber of fly-by-night finance companies retii*ed from
the field and the older and larger concern became
still more firmly entrenched. It is estimated that
now about 850 companies are actively engaged in fin-
ancing automobile paper. The total in all fields is
(1)
probably between 1000 and 1500."
(1) Installment Selling and Its ^Tects, by C.C. Hanch
of the National Association of Finance Companies.
I
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(1)
"The General Motors Acceptance Corporation is by
far tLt largesT installment finance company in the United
Stat es
.
This company, a wholly owned subsidiary of the
General Motors Corporation, finances purchases of
all its various makes of cars both by dealers and by
their customers. It also finances the purchases of
commodities manufactured by General Motors Company sub-
sidiaries, namely, Delco lighting plants, and Frigidaire
electric refrigerators. It extends about ^1,000,000,000
a year of credit and the average amount of installment
credit outstanding on Itsbooka amounts to about $300,000,
000. The payroll includes over 5,000 and it operates 77
branch off ic es ,
"
"The Commercial Investment Trust Corporation is
the second larges finance company. It was formed in
1924 as a merger of the Commercial Investment Trust Inc.,
the Mercantile Acceptance Corporation and the Canadian
Acceotance Corporation Ltd."
"This company also ovms subsidiary concerns in
Birope - one in Germany, a second in France and a third
^T5 Clark, E. "Financing the Consumer. " Harper and Broth er5
1930.
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in Scandinavia, It also has an operating agreement
with the United Dominions Trust Co., of Great Britain.
It ODerates Its own offices also in Argentina, Brazil,
Cuba and Porto Rico. In the United States alone it has
99 branch offices. This finance conpany is concerned
primarily v/ith the autoiiobile business but it also
finances the sale of radios and pianos. Its chief
clients are the follov/ing: the Dodge, Nash, Graham-
Paige, Hupmobile, Hudson- Essex companies, American
Piano Company and Radio Corporation of America. It
does about #290,000,000 worth of business a year, with
an average outstanding credit of about ^5100,000,000."
"The Commercial Credit Conpany is another big
combination of merged companies. It includes one of the
first firms in the field of aviation-the Aviation Credit
Corporation. It does a large amount of automobile bus-
iness and, in addition, goes in for oil heating;, radio
and refrigerator financing. Its voliune of business
is $265,000,000 a year. Its customers include the
General Electric Company, Kolster Radio, V/right A^ro
Corporation, Chrysler, Willys-Overland and Thomas A,
Edison Inc. It has branches in 158 cities of the United
I11
I
states and Canada and representatives in 277 foreign
cities
"The Universal Credit Corporation vies organized
in 1928, by the Pord Motor Conpany to handle its
installment financing. In its first year's operations
it advanced credit totaling over ^75,000,000."
"The Industrial Acceptance Corporation, another
of the big six concerns, does a business of almost
$100,000,000 a year v/ith branches in Buenos Aires,
Brussels, London, Sydney and Sao Paulo. Its chief
customers are the National Radiator Company, Jolms-
Manville Company and the Studebaker Corporation."
"The Pacific i'inance Corporation is primarily
concerned in the wholesale automobile business, but
through its subsidiaries, it is also in the insi ranee
and brokerage fields. Its 23 offices are all in the
Par West, with headquarters in Los Angeles."
"The table on page 49 gives a statistica.1 sum-
mary of the leading installment finance companies and
the business they do. The second column, giving the
amounts of installment notes outstanding at the end of
the last fiscal year, is an index of the size of
II
i
i
i
the working capital or loan funds employed. The third
column shov/s the total amount ol' credits extended dur-
ing, the year, and column four gives the approximate
number of times the v/orklng capital is turned over,
or loaned out, during the year. Most of the install-
ment comoanies seem to turn over their v/oi'king, cap-
ital from two to three times a year."
CARRYING CiIARGE
Finance companies do not refer to their charges
as interest but rather call it a "carrying charge."
They refer to it as a charge for advancing money to
facilitate installment selling and in this connection
do not express It in the form of a percentage. This
charge is computed for each transaction and is in-
cl\ided in the deferred portion of the purchase price.
There are several reasons for this procedure. The
chief of these reasons is the existance of usury lav;s
which limit the rate of interest v/hlch may bo charged
on loans advanced.
The carrying charge is always greater than the
legal rate of interest that could be charged on the
II
loan, therefore they desire that the con- ract should
contain nothing v/hich v/ould suggest that the carry-
ing charge, is in the nature of an interest charge.
They consider it to be a i'ae for their services
v/hlch include preniuns and collection, credit work
as v;ell as supplying the funds. A second reason
is that it simplifies the method of payment and coll
ection, by having all the deferred payments of equal
amounts rather than having them decrease each month,
as the amount on v/hich interest is computed decrease
SEASONALITY III INSTALLM3JT FINANCING
Manufacturers attempt to produce automobiles
as nearly as possible, at a imiform rate throu^^hout
the year. The rate at v;hich they are sold varies
greatly V7ith the season of the year.
The follov;ing table illustrates the seasonal
variation in the volume of v/holesale and retail fin-
ancing over a pei'*iod of tv/o years, each vertical
line representing the respective months. The dotted
line represents wholesale financing. The solid line
represents retail financing. Each is expressed in
I
per cent of its monthly average.
Table taken frori "The Automobile Finance
Company. National Association of Finance
Companies, Chicago,
Legend: V/holesale financing
Retail financing
During the winter season, when business is dull,
manufacturers ship to the dealers cars, v/hich they
will probably not sell for several months. The manu-
facturer receives oayment in full, the dealer supply-
ing ten to twenty ner cent of the price and borrov/-
ing the remainder from banks or finance companies, by
means of notes, time drafts or acceptances.
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The automobiles are held in trust or pledged
by the dealer as security I'or t}ie loan.
Sometimes these cars are placed in a public
storage warehouse and the dealer can only reriove
them on a written order from the bank or finance
company which holds the paper.
Other times, these cars are in the dealer's ovm store
house or show-rooms. If such is the case then the car
is covered by a "Trust Receipt" signed by the dealer in
which he agrees not to move the car, for any purpose
except upon written authority from the finance company.
Under the trust receipt plan the finance company relies
greatly on the honesty of the dealer, because if the
latter sells the car, it cannot be recovered from
an innocent purchaser. Many instances have occurred
where finance companies have been defrauded of very
large sums of money by dishonest dealers.
V/hen dealers sell cars faster than the^-- receive
them from the factories, little wholesale financing
is necessary. i<!u(;h of the money coming in from re-
tail sales, at such a time, can be applied on the

purchase of new cars. Conversely, v/hen dealers receiv
cars faster than they can be disposed of, much more
wholesale financing is re(iuired. The net result is
that, on a graph, the curve of v/holesale financing
would swing furttier and more violently than that of
retail financing.
The money necessary for wholesale financing is
advanced against short time notes, drafts or accept-
ances. This T)ap(5r is dravm for a relatively long time
probably six months as a maximum, during the early
winter, and for a shorter period as the sea;son advances
However, many of these instruments are paid before
maturity so that the actual average time on all loans
is relatively short.
The total ariount of outstanding wholesale paper
is subject to much greater variation and fluctuation
than the retail outstanding. On the other hand it
is much smaller because it runs for only a short
time.
Pron the viev/point of the finance company doing
both a wholesale and retail business, the advantageous
t
feature is that the naxinum outstanding ol" the v;hol e-
sale financing occurs simultaneous v/ith the minimum
outstanding of retail financing. By combining these
tv;o the result is a more nearly constant amount of
financing than v/ould otherv/ise be tlie case.
On the following page are given representative
financing plans as between the finance company, manu-
facturer and dealer.
Under each classification of merchandise are
shown the essential facts, relative to the financing
of that article.
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The followin^^, explanations refer to the table
given on page 60.
a- This is a plan offered by a nanufacturer
to dealers.
b- One plan calls for 10% hold-back payable
at end, another for 20% hold-beck repaid
in equal monthly amounts
•
c- Musical instruments, washing machines,
vacuum c 1 ean ers , et c
.
d- Charges are schedule, fi£;ures given are
approximate. ^Snallest % charged for $600
balance, largest for $200.
e* Charges are by schedule, figures are app-
roximate. Smallest % charges I'or ^600 bal-
ance, largest for minimum note.
f- Plus insurance {5?> of cash delivered
pric e
.
)
Note. Line 3.F if Finance company: D-dealer; Mfr.-
manufacturer. Line 4.Hold-back repaid at end
of payments oxcopt as per' foot-notes "b"
Source
lI/iTIOmL ASSOCIATION OF FINAC E GOI.IPaNIS)
CHICAGO



COI.IPOSITE BCPHilMCE OP FINA.NCE COr^IPANIEB AND AUl'OMOBILE
(See Explanatory foot note
on page 63)
PASSHIG5R CARS 1925 1926 1927
AVERAGE DIRECT LOSS Pm REP03SmsW"l^Kl<^- p 1 |
1- 12 or less equal monthly paynents 50 65 43
2- 13 to 18 " " " 78 94 58
5 Balloon note or over IB monthly payments 220
_
158
llgCk^AsE OF LOSSES 0V5R STAIIDARD TSKMS % % %
4-13 to 18 equal nonthlj'' paynents 57 44 35
5 Balloon note or over 18 monthly payt's 341 145
T^CWEhGT OF RSPOSSESSlorlS" ~^ X %
6 New cars with down payment of 33.3^ 1.7 2.1 2.7
7 " " " " " " 25?.' 3.8 4.0 5.9
8 " " " " " " less than 25^^' 11.0 11.5
9 Used " " " " " 40^ 3.0 4.3 5.2
10 " " " " " " 35^ or less6.2 8.6 6.9
INCRMSfi OP R£POSSHSSI()NS OV£R STANDARD TERMS''^' ~^ %
11 New cars with down payment of 2b% 122 92 115
12 " " " " " of less than 25^537 451 i'^-i^-
15 Used " " " " " 35% or less 105 101 51
AV 5RAG E AMOUNT OF NOa^ S PURCHASED " P |~ W~
14 Nev/ cars, including some commercial' 550 595 574
15 Used " " " " 280 277 286
PERCEDJTAGE SOLD OH INSTALLMMTS % fo
16 New Cars 68.2 64.5 58.0
17 Uced " 62.8 65.3 63.1
18 All " 65.5 64.8 60.8
PERCH^AGE OF TRADE-::-fNS, SALES, ETC . % ~%
19 Trade-ins on sales of nev/ cars 72.0
20 " " " " " used cars — — 37.1
21 Total trade-ins in % of new cars sold 99.0 90.0 116.0
22 Used cars sold " " " " " " 118.5
23 " " junked in % of total trade-ins — 6.9
it This means amount ov/ing minus amount r ec eived f rbm 'saTc
1928 1929 1930
$
56
$
60
$
61
75 83 80
112 100
^
.
% /•J %
34 38 31
87 64
<~ %'% /O
2.8 2.8 3.6
4.1 5.1 4.6
5.3 5.3 6.5
10.9 9.8 9.8
%
46
r~
82
%
28
jh;-
93 70 51
635 595 567
307 296 279
% % %
58.1 62.6 62.3
60.8 65.1 64.8
59.5 64.0 63.8
% % 7^
69.4 72.5 75.1
39.4 45.5 49.1
115.5 127.1 155.5
117.0 128 .6 164.0
8.1 9.2 14.3
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continued-
"INSTALLMMC PAP'iR RATIOS'
25 Retail paper v/ith more than 12 monthly payments
26 " " " less than standard dov/n paym ent
27 New car paper to total paper purchased
28 Used " " " "
29 No. New cars to total financed
30 No. used " " "
31 Used car paper per cent v/ith recourse -k-k-*
32 Cos. taking all used car paper with r ec .*"3.-J<-
33 " " part " " " " "
34 " " all or part used car paper with rec.
35 Used car paper above Red Book appraised value
•M-* No cases reported, or too fev/ to justify
inclusion
Including repurchase agreement
Source:
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP FINANCE COMPANIES
CHICAGO
1926 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930L % % 1.
18.3 13.2 12.4 14.5 14.9 16.6
19.4 9.0 5.2 6.1 8.0 11.6
69.0 67.0 73.2 71.6 70.0 63.4
31.0 33.0 26.8 28.4 30.0 36.6
53.1 48.6 57.6 54.9 54.0 46.2
46.9 51.4 42.. 4 45.1 46.0 53.8
65.8 66.0 66.3 68.5
50.0 46.0 36.8 37.6 .38.0 38.3
44.0 40.0 55.6 54.8 56.2 52.4
94.0 86.0 92.4 92.4 94.1 90.7
27.3 29.3 38.9
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COMPOSITE EXPERIENCE (Continued)
COMMERCIAL CARS 1927 1928 1929 1930
AVERAGE DiK ECl' LOSS PER REPOSSESS ED CAR^;- 1? % l>
1 -12 or less equal monthly paynents
2 -13 to 18
46
57
121 68
137
109
305
3 Balloon note
t!JCR£ASE OF LOSSES OVER STANDARD T ERiiS -TT orn
4 -13 to 18 equal monthly pajn^ients 24 ICl 180
5 Balloon note
PERCfiMTAGE OF REPOSSESSIONS
6 New cars with dov/n payment of 35.3?j
n
2.6 3.5
—
/J
2 .8
3.0
2 .0
8 " " " " " " less than 2d%
9 Used " " " " " 40?^
10 " " " " " " 35^ or less
4.2 3.1
4.8
5.4
7.8
3.1
5.6
itJCr5ase of repossessions over standard terms 7j P oT'
"
V %
11 New cars with down payment of 25%
12 " " " " " " less than 2b%
7
71
13 Used " " " " " 5bf, or less 44 81
AVSrAGE amount of note PUIiCIIASSD §
14 New cars 840 832 870
15 TTsed " 368 395 381
-% r
16 New cars 54.9 51.6 45.6 52.7
17 Used " 52.4 48.3 57.7 61.5
18 All " 53.4 50.4 49.5 55.8
ps^cBiTAGfioF TRAi3E-m, msi,2i'c. '—% T ^ 1—
19 Trade-ins on sales of new cars 52.5 51.2 54.5 53.3
20 " " " " " used cars 22.2 22.3 31.1 35.1
21 Total trade-ins in % of nev/ cars sold 67.7 64.1 72.6 81.9
22 Used cars sold " " " " " " 68.6 57.8 57.5 81.5
25 " " junked in % of total trade-ins 10 >8 16.4 16.3 16.8
24 SKIP PER 1,000 TRANSACTIONS
.8 3.5 1.6
* This means amount ov/ing minus amount received
from sale.
^Hc No cases reported, or too few to justify in-
clusion.
NOTE:
This tabulation represents the composite experience of
a large number of representative finance companies and is
based upon individual averages for the first nine months
of each year through 1929, and tor the full year 1950.
Items 16-23 inclusive on each page are derived from reports
made by many automobile dealers, representative of tlie whole
country, obtained through the courtesy of the National
Automobile Dealers' Association.

FINANCING FURNITURE ^ALSj
(1)
An attempt was made to lincl out to v;hat extent
furniture stores had turned to Tinance companies for
help in financing their installnpnt sales. This study
covered 108 Ohio Valley furniture stores soiling on the
installment plan. Of the total only sev<n, or 6.5 per
cent of the stores reported that they made use of the
finance company. These stores v;ere in all cases essen-
tially borrowers, for in no case did a store sell customer'
notes to the finance company \/ithout assuming endorser's
liability. Not only v;ere the customer's notes pledged to
secure the loan but also all the assets of the store
could be resorted to by the finance compfmy, to obtain
repayment of its loan. In these cases th-^ finance
company did not collect payments on the notes as they
were due, nor did they investigate the credit standing
of the makers of the notes. The only service rendered
by the finance company v/as the advancing of the funds to
the store, since the store bore all the expense of coll oc-
tion and all the losses tliat might arise in case of de-
fault in paym^^nt by i;he customer.
( 1) Study undertaken by the "Biii'eau ol'^ Business Res'earcli,
Ohio State University. Article by H.V/. Cordell, Ph.D.
in the Furniture Record, I.Iarch 19."1.
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The charges ai'C quito hi^-;h v/hen compared to the
normal rates for bank loans. There are thetic ractors
which tend to cause this hi^;h rate. The costs oi'
supervision and clerical work are greater to a I'inaiiCe
company, plus the fact that tl:. o risk assumed is £,1- eater
thon that of bank lo?ms which nornally mature at the
most in 90 days. On the other hand, these installment
notes mature periodically so ti.at the vholt^ ariount is
not outstanding for tlie \/hole year. Finance companies
require a greater m£ rgin of safety on thoii* loans and
do not lend solely on the security of these loans but
take into consideration th^ financial condition and
credit standing of the bori'ov/ing store.
The rate of intei-est paid by the stoi'e is
higher than that shov/n on the table since these loans
must be paid back by the titor in eaual monthly or
weekly installments beginning immediately after the loan
has been secured. Therefore the amount of money avail-
able for the period of the loan averages about one-
half of the face of th'^ loan. That is, the store has
the benefit of the full amount of th' loan foi- a
little over one-half of thi e loan poi-iod.
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If the loan v/as secured l'oi» one year to be i e-
paid in equal monthly insts-11m srita , th iiimple int(a*e£t
(1)
rate of per cent actually becones It!. 92 pei- cent;
8 per cent becomca 14.77 per cent; and 9 per cent
really is 16162 per cent.
If repayma-it v/ere on a v.eehly bat. is the f.ctuf,.l
interest v/ould again be sli^.litly higher.
The average noninal rate paid by ttiese stores
was 8.4 per cent, v;hich in actual per cent Is 15. bl.
This would shov/ the average actual rate charged by a
finance conpany to be tv/ice the normal rate for ordinary
bank loans.
The situation in the furniture trade is diff ereiit
from that existing in the automobile incusti-y. The
dealer in automobiles handles the proauct of one manu-
facturer, or possibly two, v/ho have their ov/n or h^:ve
arrangements with a finance company ,whereas the I'urni-
ture dealer sells r.iany different kinds of mei'chandise
of many manufacturers. Therefore, the fui'niture stoie
is unable to secure the benefits of i' in? nee and co-
operation, in the secui'ing of Ic/ans, vhich are avail-
able to the automobile dealer.
JT) AFQ'cTFT^"liVl77cl)l^ireT^^^
Record, March, 1931.

The question then arises v/hat does the finance
company do to justify this and hov/ nuch of it it left
for an additional profit, over that v;hich they ai-e en-
titled to.
" An answer to the question has been made by Hare
and Chase, one of the oldest finance companies in the
Unites States. It has a complete list of its service
costs, as follows:
1 . Mon ey
2. Banking der^ail
3. Credit insurance or reserves against ultimate loss.
4. Credit investigations
5. Office detail in handling; of accepted contracts.
6. Collections of overdue paper.
V, Repossessions of cars from defaulting buyers.
8. Garaging, advertising and selling: repossessed cars.
9. Losses on repossessed cars sold for less than the
company* s equity.
10. Losses by conversion
11. Losses by default or wrecked cars.
12. Legal expense
(
13. Overhead costs of managerient , flooi- space, and
so forth.
14. Insurance
15. To the knovm costs of tlieso items 2/> is usually
added for profit, and the difference betv/eeii
success or failure by the finance company depends
upon its ability to keen itij costs up on that
(1)
slender margin."
In the whole course of finance company history
while some of them have proved unprofitable v(=ry f «w
have failed so badly as to cause any loss to creditors.
Most of the unprofitable ones have been able to
sell out to competitors instead of having to go into
bankruptcy. A reason for this is that their assets are
not tied up in a plant, machinery, or inventory, but
almost wholly in receivables v/hich are v/idely distributed.
(1) Wright, H.E. Financing of Automobile Installment
Sales. A.W. Shav/ Company, 1927.

II
EFFECT OF INSTALLI4EWT CRH)IT UN INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION 1920-50.
Data in the automobile field extending over several /
years and data recently collectod by tl:ie U.S. Depai'tnent
of Commerce covering a briefer period for department stores.,
furniture, jewelry, men's clothing, v/omen's clothing and ele-
ctrical appliance stores, indicate tliat the ratio of install-
ment sales to total sales in these lines has been substantially
the same during the depression as it v;as during the preceding
boom times. The following automobile figures indicate that
this ratio has been very nearly constant.
(1)
PMCENTaGE OF CARS SOLD ON INSTALLH3JTS
1920 1921 1922 1925 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1950
New Cars 29.2 55.7 57.1 45.6 50.7 52.0 55.9 58.1 62.6 62.5
Used Cars 65.6 50.7 51.6 54.8 57.4 62.6 65.2 60.8 65.1 64.8
All Cars since 1925 65.5 4.- 60.8 59.5 64.0 65.8
Figures not available
There are a few kinds of installment goods whose sales
have been increasing very rapidly durini^; the past tv;o or three
years . •
The most prominent of these are electric refrigerators,
radios and oil burners. On the other hand, there is a marked
decrease in the sale of phonographs and pianos which are also
typical installment goods.
(1) Taken from "Facts and Figures of tYie Automobile Industry."^
National Automobile Chamber of Commerce, 1951.
iI.
Selling; price Avoi*&g.o of In-
of g;oods ijold stallri^r.t paper
on tine. outiit-sr.c.irif;
Goods (000,000 omit ted) (000, COO omitted)
(foi^ the year, 1929)
Hu L. orno u 1 X cb lubrix <Y) '7% A. ^j. , VJC Cj
"T^ 1 T>n ^ "f" 1 1 r>r iJLL IIX 1/ Ui' C o o\j
73Vi r»n o T* Q rtVi
A H U.X u ^u
V d LlUul L> J- ' cill Ci o O J.
CJCWXXl^^ J<l£t J J ill C£> QO•7V/
1 P
rv ci. X X ex ci o X •-> 1 4. a. X
RD PO
L/ .LvJ oil -Lllf,
1 X U{J "X u \i xiujJi Kj y iuoiioo 1 on
Tractors 71 28
other form machinery 28 15
All Other 100 48
Total |4,875 $2,201
The above table taken from "The 5conor:ics ol" Irstallment
Selling," by E.R.A. 8eli|T:i^n, Harprr, 1927.
1
The effect of inatallnent aellini, on an industry
can best be illustrated by usin^; the automobile SiL the
exaniDle, The titory of th(^ expansion in the automobile
industry, under the influence of installment selling,
is shown by the facts and figures of the national
Automobile Chamber of Commerce nd the United States
Deuartment of Commerce.
In 1920, just prior to the great expansion in
this industry, the production figures v/ere 1,906,560
passenger cars and 321,769 motor trucks. In the next
year, the figures, including the output of plants in
Canada, shov/ed 1,518,061 passenger cars and 164,504
motor trucks. These figures represent a deci'ease of
24.4 per cent over "chose of 1920. ^uch v/ere the
conditions before the advent of consumer credit to tliis
industry
.
By th ~ application of installmt?nt selling in
1922, the figures rose to 2,569,089 passenger cars
and 2'77,140 motor trucks, representing an increase of
57.2 per cent. Such v/as tY\e record ol its first year's
achievement; remarkable as it v/as, it gave no hint of
v/hat the future had in store.
II
t
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In lt-23 production ri^.ui'*^^ v/ere 5,753,945 past. on^:er
cars and 426,505 motor trucks, shov/in^, an anazin^, grov;th
of 1,534,221 motor vehicles over the impressive record
of the previous year. i^;ain the production increase v/as
57,9 per cent.
In 1924 there was a decline in pi'oauction amounting
to 8.1 per cent. Hov/ever, 1925 surpassed all the previous
years. In that year there v/ere Droduced 3,870,744 pass<^n-
g er cars and 557,056 motor trucks representing an increase
in production of 18.4 per cent. During this year, the
fourth year of intensive development of installment sell-
ing, the automobile industry bf^came the leading industry
in America. It had passed all other industries in the
value of its product.
Continuing on, in 1926 there was a slight increase
in production amounting to 1.7 p r cent. In 1927, ttiei-e
v;as a decrease of 20.5 per cent in proauction. This
decrease can be explained in part by the closing of the
Ford plants nrlor to th air introduction of the Model ii.
Car •
The next year, 192ij raised automobile production
to undreamt of h eights: 4,012,158 passenger cars and
(I
5B8,983 motor trucks. Fron 1921 to 1927 production
figures more tlian doubled. Not to be outdone, 1929
surpassed 1928 by pi'oduciiif; 4,794,898 patsenf;er cars
and 826,817 motor trucks. The gain in 1929 was 22.0
pf^r cent in production.
Let us compare the v/liol '^sale values of automobi les:
in 1921 it v;as $1,261,666,560
in 1929 it was 3,576,645,881
During 1930 production figures decreased 37.5 per cent.
There were 26,523,779 motor vehicles registered in 1930.
In the United States there was one motor cf i* foi' every
4.8 of the population. The taxes on raotoi' cai*s in 1930
amounted to $?1,000,588,270
.
There were employed in the Automotive Industry,
according to the 1929 Census of Manufactures, 607,619
waf:e earners whose total wages amounted to ^^966,498,011.
Expressed in percentage tliese I'igures show ti.&.t 7.1 pel'
cent of the wage earners v/ere employed in the Automotive
indus-ry, vt^hose total v/ages represented 8.7 per cent of
the total wages of all manufacturers.
This outline of the history of the automobile
industry's Dhenonenal grov;th during the past ten y(3arr
il< j
i
would never have occu]*i*ed v/ithout the help of con&umer
cr<=^dit. Thia aame f!;rov/th and ribe would apply to the
allied industries, such at> tires, parts, find acc esi;Oi'ies
Capital invested in automobile manuracturing in-
creased from^ 1,015,443,558 in 19^0 to^ 1 ,880 ,806 ,255 in
1950. These figures represent the net r,an£;ible assets
of motor vehicles manufacturers and do not include those
of manufacturers of parts, tires, bodies and accessoiies
The foreign sales of vehicles designed in the
United States, in Iil^oO, v;ere 559,907 units.
Thp '='XDorts of automobiles, in 1950, v/ere v? lued
at 1^274,490,075. They v;ere in third place in t^ie list
of manufactured products preceded by Refined Petroleum
Products VHl\ied at $462,090,000 and Machinery valued at
$520,639,000.
Further consideration of th>~. export trade of
American made cars would reveal the sane amazing facts
as were revealed by the domestic sales of automobiles.
The Automotive Division of tlie Department of Commerce
in their report on expoi^t trade reveals many astonishing
facts
.
A few citations are here given:
I
"Automotive registration increased 500 per cent
during th'^ period 1920 to 1928."
"Repossessions figures are estim&ted at not over
one per c ent . "
"The iniitallnent system is Tirnly established in
Asia."
"Three-fourths of th'^ sales in China are on in-
stallments; approximately fifty per cent in Japan v.h.ere
it is b '^coming an important factor."
All of these preceding fncts ana figures are
presented to shov/ the present extent, development in
the last decade and future possibilities of th.e industry
through thp medium of consumer crec'it.
With this vast opportunity foi' new business, no
fair estimate can be made of tlie economic benelits to
both the manufacturer and user, and th.i-ough thtxi to
society at large.
I
Taken from Facta and Fi^;ures - National Automobile
Chamber ol* Cornnerce 1951 Edition
Automobile industry Hanks Fii'st in Valuo oi Prodi.cts
(Source: 1929 Census of II; nufactureri )
Industry Value of Products
1. Motor vehicles C>^), 717, 996, 565
2. Slaughtering and neat packing 5,^94,672,995
5. Steel Vv'orks and rolling nills 5,556,894,259
4. Foundry and machine shop products 2,751,676,615
5. Petroleum rel'ininr 2,611,660,940
6. Flectrical machinery 2,275,655,855
7. Printing and publishing 1,719,876,622
8. Clothing, v;omen's (not else
where classil'ied) 1,678,496,450
9. Motor veiiicle bodies and parts 1,545,599,408
10. Bread and other bakery prociucts 1,510,265,011
<i
Autonobiles in Use R.ceed Telephones in t] e United ^tal;
/I ft If AO XI - 'i 3s a^d x% W JO
Taken from Facts and Pig^^res of the Automobile Industry-
National Automobile Chamber of Commerce 1951 Bf.it ion.
Telephones Passenf;er Cars
^3%
in
l?cst »k
States
IK
7 7'V%
in
35,300,000 in V/orld 29,766,985 in V/orld
I'
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Taking the history of radio sales v/e find the
following; facts on thiii industry.
In 1922, the totnl value of the 100,000 factory-
built sets was $5,000,000. Adding; to this thn value
of acc essoi'i es , such as tubes, batteries and anterria
parts th total value of the output becomes ^;60 ,C'(^0 ,000
.
The following year, by the aid ol" installment selling
these figures raore than doubled thimselves. There vere
produced 250,000 factory-built sets valued at f)15 ,000 ,000
.
Adding to this the output of accessories the value I'ose
to ^136,000,000.
In 1925, the total of factory-built sets rose to
2,000,000 valued at $165,000,000. Adding the output
of parts and accessories the total vclue becomes ^;430,
000,000.
In 1926, the total vr.lue again rose. Thit year there
were produced 1,^^50,000 sets valued at f5200,00O,000 , Plus
accessories making the grand total ^',506,000,000.
Continuing in 192''', v/e find that the output and
value decreased from that of the pi'evDOUs year. There
were produced 1,350,000 sets valued at fjl66 ,750,000
.
Adding th^ output of parts the total value rose to $425,
600,000.
i
The decline that year may b*^ due to the ^:eneral
business conditions that existed at the tine.
However, the Tollov/inf; yes.r, 1928, radio sa].es
production reached its peak. In this yeai* there v/ere
produced by f- ctories 2,550,000 sets v/ith a value of
1^06,000,000. This value was ^106,000,000 ^^reater than
the previous hi^;h ol 1926. In actual sales the v&lue in
1926 was ^506,000,000; but in 1928, tlit sales vt lue rose
to $650,550,000. This figure exceeded in sales value that
of 1926 by $144,550,000.
We may further continue by adding the export figures
on the radio industry during this period.
In 1922, value of radio exports ^2,800,000
1923 " " " 3,450,000
1924 " " " " 6,000,000
1925 " " " " 9,000,000
1926 " " " " 9,500,000
1927 " " " " 9,200,000
1928 " " " " 10,907,000
It ii: estimated that there are 26,061,000 hones in
the United States. Of this total 19,061,000 are listed
as being without a radio receiving set.
11
Those figures sJiov/ that only 52 per cent of
potential market has been supplied, leavinf; 68 pri- cent
from v/hich sales could still be secured. Adding: to this
the market created by the ever incre&s3r'§; ch^r-ng^es, v;hich.
cause old sets to become antiouated, instantly revefils the
(1)
Dossibiliti es of future busin'^ss.
The radio industry business is chiefly conducted
on the installment nlan and much of this incres.se end
rapid grov/th is primai*ily due to the benefits of the
installment Plan.
{ 1 ) Taken from Prosperity and Consumer Or'-'dit by tolc.nan
Harper and Brothers 1930.
til
In the field ol' r el'i»igeration manulactur ers of
mechanical refrigerating eouipment are experiencing an
unDrec edent ed sal ?s volume. The Tacts ana figures i'or
1931 seem to indicate that the goal ol' one millior re-
frig '="rators will probably be reached and it nay be ex-
ceeded.
'i'he following surnnary of the sales of the leading
companies is taken I'ron a survey completed by the Business
Week magazine, in its issue of August 5, 1951.
"The Frigidaire Corporation, a subsiaiary of General
Motors, now celebrating its l"ifte(3:ith birthday reports
that sales of domestic r efrig era":ors during June 1951
averaged 27 per cent higher thiari in 1950. Frifidaire
production schedules for July are 32 per cent higher than
197)0, ond sales for July and August are expect ec to con-
tinue far ahead of last year.
General £Lectric Company's refrigeration department
is said to have achieved similar sales volume in r'any
t erritori es
.
Kelvinator Sales Corporation shippea 89,865 units
compared v/ith "79,978 for the sam-- period of 1950.

Cop ' land Sales Company, reportinf, on the l irst.
six months of its fiscal year conraencin^; Noveriber 1,
1930, shows sales bOi^ oer cent above the sane pt-rioci of
the previous year, v/hile the sale or conimercial units lor
the first 8 months of the fisc?-'l year v/ere 65 p(^r cent
greater.
?/estinghous e ilectric and Manufacturing; Coripenj''
found its full production for April, ^-^ay arid June covered
by orders on hand early in April. V/est ir£-hous e fssles ot
refrigerators for the first ^ix months of 19ol Iriave pvpi._
aged 400 per cent t,r eater than th(^ same pri'iod ol" 1950.
Norge Corporai.ion, division of Borg-V7arner
,
rrportt-
that shipments during; the fii'st five noi ths of 1951 in-
creased 547 per cent over 1950. It is planning to
further increase production 100 per c ont
.
Grigsby-Grunov Company, report sales far ahe'&d. of
1930. They found it necessary to double th^^ir production
in order to meet th'= current demand.
?/hilP national sal f^s of gas-operated units }<f-v( not
been renorted, the Consolidated Gas Comnany of liev/ York
finds snles running more than 4C) per cent ahf^act of 1950."
iII
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All of these increases are due to tlie benel'its derived
from new models, lov/er t)i'ices, increased pi'Oauction end
chiei'ly to their bein^; sold on the deferred payment plan.
In regards to oth^^r corimoditi es , in v'hich consumer
(1)
credit Dlnys an important nart th(^ follov/inf may bo cjted:
Year Rooks Value ol Production
1921 - $690,074,975
1923 • - - 738,227,365
1925 606, 887,417
Furniture
1921 ^,;550,165,554
1923 7-76, 494,839
1925 868,145,913
1927 879,706,306
J evf elry
1921 127,230,777
1923 174,033,912
1925 166,816,370
Hen's Clotiiinf: and
Wearing Apparel
1921 ----- - 1,367,056,760
1923 1,782,257,203
1925 1,680,676,472
( 1) TakTi f*rom Prosperity and Consumer Credit, by
Julian Goldrmn. Harper and Brothers, 1930.
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Value ol"
Year Phono^;raph& Pi'octuction
1921 ^98,212,764
1923 107,311,265
1925 61,057,147
1927 94,815,873
Hardware
(Not elsv/here classixiod)
1921 120,599,728
1923 215,960,129
1925 225,052,644
R ei'r erators
1921 33,010,226
1923 50,076,444
1925 57,665,842
This compilation does not include any of the
gas or el rc trie refrigeration. It is bf.s ea ohly on
ice using refrigeration. Adding the other types to
this v/ould cause a great increase in production.
Washing machines. Clothes Wring ei's. Dryers end
Ironing Machines foi* Domestic Ute.
1921 ??30,198,566
1923 50,372,512
1925 69,568,206
1927 74,951,338
(I
Each of the above classification of merchandise
shows a marked increase from period to poriod.
They all b -ai' out the pronounced industrial
develoDment bi'ou^;ht about by tho application of the
installment plan of merchandizing. In addition, it
Doints out great possibilities of future development
and apolication.
I
5FFBJT OF lllti'^hhUiWi' BUYING ON iiAVING
During the recent years in which installment
buying has had its greatest growth, there has el so
been a marked increase in savings hank deposits,
life insurance policies, building and loan assoc-
iation assets and the wide-spread ownership of stocks
and bonds •
GROVfL'H OP SAVINGS AND BANK DSPOSITS
COi^PiarED WITH MOTOR PRODUCTION
(All figures for United States onl^O
(000,000 Omitte^d
(The actual figures are on the following page)
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"Deposits in riutual savings banlcs increased from
$9,465,000,000 on January 1, 1931 to ^^0 ,030,000,000 on
January 1, 1932, a gain of ^565,000,000.
Meanv/hile, the Postal Savinf;s System, v/hich had on
December 31, 1930, $243,795,000 reported deposits on
December 31, 1931 of ^595,660,000 a gain in the year of
$352,000,000.
The ov/nership of stocks and bonds by the citizen
and worker is shovm by the record number of employees v/ho
are stockholders or bondholders in our public utilities,
railroads and industrial companies.
Altogether there is nearly a b:^' llion of dollars put
(1)
av/ay in savings."
The follov/ing table shov/s the increase in the number
(2)
of Savings Bank Depositors and Deposits
.
Year June Number of Amount of
Dor)Ositors Deposits
1913 4 11,295,931 ^ 8,620,192,000
1920 30 20,915,612 14,672,178,000
1924 30 38,867,994 20,673,562,000
1926 30 43,850,127 23,154,052,000
" Betv/een 1912 and 1925 the number of savings depos-
itors increased from about 13 millions to nearly 44 millions,
or three and one-half times. In 1912, there were six sav-
(1) Nation's Business, Iferch 1932. Sditorial by Merle Thorpe.
(2) Wright, H.5. "The Financing of Automobile Installment
Sales." A. W. Shav; Company, 1927.
Ii
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ings depositors to every ten fanllies. £fc.rly in 19L'l, the
number of depositors v;as equ&l to the nunber ol" ranilles
and In the middle of 1925 there were sixteen deposltoi's
(1)
for every ten families."
Installment selllnf; has not, ol' Itself, Increased
the volume of savinf,s, since this increat;e nay have been
due to other factors such as; interest on prior savings;
savings due to greater earnings; savln^^s £.s a result of
dividends on stocks and bonds and savings as a result of
inherited incomes.
However, all of these figures seem to contradict
the persistent assertion that installment buying causes
people to become extravagant and prevents thera from sav-
ing. Although Installments expanded, savings also inci-eased.
During this sane period; since 1920, tavings in building and
lo?n associations have doubled, life insurance has more than
doubled and the building of homes has established a ner;
record. In fact, the average individual is enjoying greater
hapTDlness, comfort and a higher standard of living than has
ever before been knov/n in this country.
JT) Article" by C.C. Hanch in the Torum Magazine, iSy, 1927.
1I
i
INSTALLMHIT GELLING. AND THE BUSINEjC CYCLE
At the present time the relation of iris tallment
selling to buainesa depression is of especial interest.
It has been predicted that installment selling v/ould
bring on a business depression and some have su^;gested
that the present depression has been caused, or at
least has been intensified, by installment selling.
This suggestion seems unreasonable, in that these
depressions have occurred at frequent intervals and
installment selling v/as never accused until nov/ of caus-
ing them. Furthermore, there is no direct evidence to
support such a claim.
One reason advanced as to why installment selling
ought to cause a depression may be called the Theory of
Mortgaging the Future. This claim is based on the
assumption that v/e are mortgaging next years income to
buy this year's enloynent and that mortgaging is cumu-
lative, and must reach a point v/here people have to
stop buying to let their incomes catch up with their ex-
penditures .
Such a stoppage of buying would naturally cause a
depression. The great fallacy here is the failui'e to take
note of how rapidly these installment debts are being
liquidat ed.
1
In thia connection may ^ refer to Milan V. Ayi'ot
the Chicago econonist, for the following two important
facts
:
(1)
"The f irwt is tliat the installment debts existing
at the end of 1929 v;ere practically all paid off several
months ago; tlie other is that v/e have nov/ a nov/ install-
ment debt, about 75 per cent as great as that one v/as.
Furthermore, v/e have had an installment debt some-
where in between these tv;o figures al] the time since
1923. It is not probable that our present installment
debt will decrease to a point substantially belov/ v/here
it nov/ is, at any time, until v/e have fully recovered
from tlie deoression and are back once more in boom times.
We shall probably have continually, for a long
time to come, an installment debt ranging betv/een two
and three billions of dollars and fluctuating rathe^r
sluggishly betv/een these limits in good times and in
bad. The idea that it builds up to a pealc and drops v/ith
a crash, like stock-market prices, is as far as possible
from the truth."
In an article in the American I3ankers Association
TTJ Ayres, M.V.,"Time Payments Do Not Cause Panics."
National Association of Finance Companies, 1931.
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journal, Mr, Ayres seta forth tlie follov/lng conclusions
which may be drav/n from our experience v/ith installment
buying now that it has gone throu^;h both boom and de-
(1)
press ion.
"First, a depression does not result in an ex-
cessive volume of defaults or repoj.s ess ions , and does
not produce any appreciable amount of frozen credits in
the installment field.
Second, the soundness of liquidity of finance
companies are not at all adversely affected by a de-
pression, and as a consequence finance company paper is
qn exceptionally desirable asset for banlca during a
depression period.
Third, the volume of installment buying dur-
ing a boom and during a depression varies in about the
same proDortions as the volume of all buying of the class-
es of goods which are comraonly sold on installments. In
other words, the volume of installment sellini^; increases
during a boom and decreases during a depression, but these
changes are a result and not a cause.
Fourth, the volume of installment outstandin^;s
varies only moderately and slov/ly, and does not e:?diibit
^res, M.v. "Installment Selling Through the Depi-ession.
"
American Banl:ers Association Journal, March, 1931.
1{
the violent novenonts that are characteristic of many
of the cornirion indexes of business during the oncoming
of a depression period.
Fifth, there is no evidence th&t installment sell-
ing is an important factor either in bringing on a
depression or in bringing a depression to an end."
The Commercial Credit Companies of Baltimore,
one of the largest finance companies in the country
sums up the facts as it sees then fi'om their point of
viev/.
The follov.'ing statements ai'e taken fi^om their
periodical printed in 1931 call ed, "Credit \Jhore Credit
Is Due."
1. "The total volume of outstanding installment
paper today, for retail purchases, has recently been
estimated by the U.S. Department of Commerce at approx-
imately $2,000,000,000.
2. The average number of payments due on out-
standing installment paper is approximately one-half
the number called for by the average note as originally
written. Thus the average retail automobile note of
1929 called for pa^nnent in 9.5 months, Vv^hich means that
on January 1, 1930, the average outstanding I'etail auto-

mobile note had, rou^^hly 4.(')b nonths to run. The great
bulk of 1929' s autoiiobile paper was, therefore, paid be-
fore June 1, 1930, and the percenta^;e of 1929* a install-
ment paper of every sort that was outstanding on January
1, 1931, was almost infinitesimal. The installment paper
now in process of liquidation is post-depression paper
not pr e-depression paper.
3. The average retail installment credit offering
of a depression period is a better risk than that of a
boom period. The buyer in a depression era shai'es the con-
servative psychology of the moment, and is a better cal-
culator than the buyer of the boom era. In spite of un-
favorable developments, therefore, his transaction tends
to pay out quite as promptly, if not more promptly, than
that of the buyer of prosperous times. Recent credit
experience in v/ ell- regulated fields of retail installment
selling has been very satisfactory, and losses have been
raoderat e.
4. The assumption that this is the first great
depression in which installment selling has been a factor
is fallacious. There was much installment paper outstanding
in 1920, and its existence played no part v/hatever in pi'O-
longing that depression, so far as any demonstable facts
have been able to prove.
V
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The following figures shov/ the annual volume of
(1)
business done on installment credit.
1910
1920
1925
1927
1929
$660,000,000
(no data)
4,066,000,000
4,100,000,000
4,000,000,000
In a period of tv/enty years installment credit has
expanded from $660,000,000 to $34,000,000,000. The
retail sales.
5. Throughout the current depression the pei'centage
of the installment sales to total sales has maintained its
normal ratio in spite of theorists* assertions that buy-
ing power would be so reduced hy unpaid debts and that the
needful down payments for nev/ installment sales v/ould not
be forthcoming.
6. Considering this fact, it is obvious that the
installment system has been doing its full part, during
that period, tov/ard maintaining business and minimizing
unemployment, and that v/ithout its services Americans
annual retail volume v/ould have been reduced by billions
of dollars with a corresponding cut in her industrial pay-
roll.
7. During the present depression only tv;o small
finance companies are known to have failed, some 2-lOOOth
( 1) Clark, Evans , "Financing the Consumer. 'Tiia'p er and Brot . 1950
.
(2) As above.
41
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T)er cent of the total- an ast oundinfly sr.iall i-atio
compared to other Industries.
8. No 3et ol" authentic figures produced during
the past two years in relation to ovordues and losses
from open account and other forms of non- installment
obligations is being made at the expense of other cred-
itors. The delinquency record in other fields of credit
as far as published figures indicate, has been cuite as
close to normal as that in the Installment field."
Some bankers have been afraid that finance companies
would be unable to repay loans to then because of their
inability to collect from installment buyers whose con-
tracts they held. These frozen credits did not material-
ize because it has been the uniform experience that install-
ment accounts v/ere being paid ol'f in times of a depression
with nearly the same regularity as in good times. There had
been yome increase in delinquent accounts and repossessions
but these were not enough to cause any fear.
In an article in Chicago Commerce, by M.V. Ayres on
September 20, 1930 the follov/ing reasons are set, forth:
"The inatallnent ris]^ is highly diversified, like the
risk of an insurance company. It is ^.pread over many class-
es of people, second, the installment buyer v/ill usually
strain all his resources to complete payments, rather than lose

100
what he has put In.
Third, in th * v/orijt depr efjsion, not nearly so large
a percaitage of th peopl ^ are thrown out ol" v/ork as v/e
are apt to believe."
Jxoerience ol* retail l^irniture dealers is a stril'-
ing instance of hov; little depression al'l ected installnerit
b\iying. The Department of Comrierce in con;unction vrith the
National Retail Credit Association has completed a nation-
wide investigation into this field. [)13 r'^tail concerns
in 25 repr es enta.tive cities scattered over the country
wf^re studied. Their combined business amounts to about
one billion and a ciuart er dollars of annual sales, rhich
is a big enough sample of national business from v/hich to
draw a general conclusion. Dr. Julius p:iein. Assistant
Secretary of Commerce in a radio addr-^ss, deliver fxi May 16,
over the Columbia Broadcasting Systen made the follov/ing
remarks
:
"The national survey proves that the a ef erred pay-
ment situation is one of the bri^;ht spots of today. There
v/as no substantial increase during the depression ol' the
return of goods sold on the installment plan, about the
4
grave likelihood of v/liich v/e v/ere rep'^tly warned. The
total returns of furniture in 1929 amounted to 10.8 per
cent of all installmimt sales, v/hich is considered to be
a normal figure. This percentage did not rise during th
last half of 1930. It became 12.8 per cent of total
sales. But that 2 per cent of increase is a relatively
insignificant realization of the dangers v^'hich v/ere pre-
dicted to cone from it during any depression. In the
selling of electrical appliances, depression added even
less to their troubles than it did to the furniture nan.
The normal return of installment goods in this field is
11.8 per c CTit of sales. In 1930 this figure rose merely
to 12.6 per c '!nt . This shows the slump did not increase
th s backflow of el^trical goods on dealers by as much
as 1 per cent above the normal expected.
Utility companies market many electrical devices,
partly 7/ith the object to stimulate consumption of
current. Their exnerience seens to have been identical
v/ith that of dealers.
The department stores as v;ell as the jof/elry storf^s
did not experience any increase in the per cent of re-
poss ess ions
•
i
The An-rican development or thf^ possibilities or
selling usable articles on the installmont plan, v/lth
all of its flourishing grov/th, has created no nnr' ec-
onomic danger. As a syatpri, it has now been put under
the most grilling of tests by a v/orld business depression
of almost unparalleled intensity and it had d ernons t rat ed
its right to survive. It is being retained throughout the
business field in which it has so greatly extended during
the last decade. Neither our buyers nor our sellers, as
careful investigation discloses, have sustained the seri-
ous injuries from it, v/hich v/e v;ere v/arned to expect dur-
ing business depression.
This is one of t^ie bright snots in the business
picture today. 3o long as reasonable business pro-
cautions are b ?ing tak?n, v;e can abanaon our concern
over the future industries v/hich liave associated their
operation so closely v/ith installri'^nt selling.
We can also set aside the assertions as to dangers
from the burden of installm'3nt debt. The purchasers on
the v;hole have denonstrated their capacity to tal e care
of it during a difficult business perioG, when unemploy-
ment was ripe. V/^ find that the average of installnnnt

accounts run over a period ol' about a even months, the
time ranging Troin 10 v/e^ks or so in typical clothing
purchases up to a yc^ar for automobiles and such items
of heavier unit costs. So ve knov; thet there has been
time since our depression first appeared for the lull
cycle of installment selling to be tested by its v/ eight.
Our financial system has become accustomed to the per-
manent extension of a very large total of credit to in-
stallment buyers v/ho have proven theaiis elves capable of
carrying it under all conditions."
V/hile it is still too soon to say exactly vhat the
final results of the present depression v/ill shov/, the
conclusion seems v/arranted that the complications so
often predicted from this source have been greatly ex-
agg erat ed.
Yet, so far the record of the leaciing finance
compgnies has been remarkably favorable.
II
ff Installment Automobile Pap-r Held By four ]jeading
Finance Companies
(In Thousands ol" Dollars)
June 50
1950 1951
Total retail notes receivable 52B,040 559,5'^5
Past due 50 to 60 days 1,616 1,094
Per cent of total 0.51 0*20
Past due over 60 days 985 626
Per cent of total 0.19 0.12
Value of repossessed cars for
dealers v/ith dealers' liability
to finance compani'=s 2,582 1,514
Value of repossessed cars in
company possession 297 172
Total Value of Repossessed Cars 2,679 1,466
Hf The above figures v/ere furnished by tho National
Association of Finance Companies, Chicego.
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Finance company experience £ihov/s that the coll-
ection on installment paper v/as but a little more
difficult than that on paper due in norml times. This
means, that the great bulk of this papt^r was contracted
for in 1931 and represents the nev/ business volume,
chiefly of the past six months, v/ithout which the de-
pression v/ould have been moi'e severe than it v/as or is
today.
Current Family Financing in the United States
Class of Indebtness
Open-account debts $4,500,000,000
Short-term cash credit 1,500,000,000
Life-insurance-policy loans 2,200,000,000
Installment debts 2,500,000,000
Total Current Family Debts $ 10,700,000,000
(Above tabulation taken from the article
by Evans Clark in the May, 1931 issue of
the Nation's Business.)
It v/ill be observed that less than one-quarter
of the alleged total is attributed to installment debts.
By far tho largest item is the first one. This
figure represents debts ov/ing by the people for pur-
chases made on open-account-credit plan. There can be
no blame placed upon installment buying for the existence

of this debt. Therefore, il* the iia^;nitude of this
consumer credit is a factor tov/a:''ds the delayirif of
the recovery fron the prei^ent depression, the lar£,est
share of the blane should be borne by this nractice of
buying on the open-account plan and not by buying on the
installment iJlan.
It is reasonable to believe thet installment buy-
ing v;ill remain in the sane proDortion during the re-
covery as it has been durir.g the depression and tl e
boom Deriod, and therefore have little effect in the
hastering of business to nornal activity. On the other
h^nd, if installment selling v/ere to be drastically cur-
tailed nov;, it v/ould very greatly delay the recovery of
business to nornal. In fact, installment buying should
be encouraged as much as possibl e_,but vith cue. regard to
safe and sound business practices.

CONCLUSION
Is the installraent plan a benefit or a detrlnent
to the economic structure of our country? Is it an
asset or a liability to the greet number of v/orkers
who Participate in it? These questions are alv/a^rs
Dresent v/hen this subject is discussed. The best
way of answering such questions seens to be by citing
a few examples of v/hat this type of merchandising
has done for the well-being and happiness of society
as a whole.
Because of the ability of the worker to pur-
chase an automobile on the deferred payment plan he
is able to live in the suburbs of the city. This fact
encouraged him to nurchase a home, again by means of
the installment plan. These factors, plus the desire
for greater comi'orts, inspired and gave ambition to the
worker to maintain what he has and to secure still
greater coml'orts. When the opportunity permitted he
Durchased a radio, from v;hich he v/ould receive enter-
tainment and education. I4usic became better understood
and appreciated.
I
The leaders in finance, connerce and education
were audible to him. The radio is of inestimable
value to our civilization and has been made evailable
to every home by installment selling. The home tasks
have been reduced to a minimum by his ability to in-
stall a washin^^ machine, r efri^;eratoi', victrola,
piano, sewing machine, vacuum cleaner, oil Iriee.ter
and other appliances on this installment plan.
In 1927, the United States Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce undertook a national survey
of business which is herewith presented.
;i) KIND OF STORE Open <
Instal
.
Credit Cash
Stoves and ranges .,.
. . 73.2 14.2 12.6
27.1 15.2
28.2 17.1
35.4 15.4
16.0 S^'.l
23.3 47.5
Plumbing b heat * g . .
.
. 25.3 70.7 4.0
45.0 37.8
51.5 37.4
Department .
. 5.7 29.8 64.5
70.7 23.8
61.1 35.2
18.0 78.4
19.3 77.8
33.4 63.8
Lumber and building
90.0 7.9
Coal, wood, lumber &
76.5 21.5
( continue
(1) Furnished by the National Association "of Finance
Companies, Chicago.
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(continued)
KIND OF STORE Instal
.
Open
Credit Cash
Auto Accessories .
Optical Goods ....
Won en' .s Wear
Painl^Oil, Varnish
Dry Goods
Coal and Vi/ood. . . .
Hay, Grain, Feed. .
.
Groceries
Bakery
Driigs
Boots and Shoes .
1.7
1.7
.9
.6
.2
.2
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
44.5
38.8
49.7
70.6
38.2
74.4
66.9
49 .9
19.8
15.3
10.5
53.8
59.5
49.4
28.8
61.6
25.4
33.1
50.1
80.2
84.7
89.5
The follbv/ing facts are taken from thi^ class-
ification; 23,779 retail stores v/ith a total net
sales of 14,746,314,000 in 1927 did 58.6 per cent
of their business for cash; 32.2 per cent on open
credit and 9.2 ner cent on installment sales.
This survey/- goes on further to show that of
10,264 retail stores doing a credit business in
1927, the average loss on bad debts from sales on
open accounts was 0.6 per cent. The average loss
on bad debts from sales on installments reported
by 2,681 stores of all kinds v'as 1.2 per cent.
General clothing stores had the highest in-
stallment credit loss, namely 7.9 per cent. Jev/-
elry stores came next with a loss of 4.4 per cent.
I
Automobile dealers from whom returns were received
reported an avera^ e loss ol' 1 per cent on open
credit sales and 0.3 ner cent on installment sales.
Using the automobile, i'oi- v/hich tigures are
available, the follov/ing I'acts may be of inte^rest.
In 1930, 2,774,561 people in 779,275 auto-
mobiles visited our National Parks, and 92 per cent
of the total visitors of our National Forests travel
led by auto. The actual figures are of a totel of
31,904,515 visitors, 29,541,607 came by machine.
In 1930, there v/ere 23,042,840 passenger cars
plus 3,480,939 motor trucks making a total of 26,523
779 motor vehile registrations. Do these figures
imply that the automobile is a luxury? Here are a
few more facts. Automobiles in use in the United
States in 1930 exceeded telephones by 2,944,761.
The number of people employed directly and indir-
ectly in this industry in 1930 totalled 5,056,000.
The importance of installment credit in con-
nection v/ith these variouscommodities is further
indicated by the estimates of the per cent of f ales
in connection with which it is used. In 1930,
i4
according to the National Automobile Chamber of
Commerce 62. t6 oJ' all nev/ passenger cars and 64.8
of all used cars were sold on the installment plan.
The average for all passenger cars being 65.8 com-
pared to 55.8 for all commercial cars.
Certain of Ayres* estimates, as checked and
corrected by Seligman, ahovj that the installment
olan is applied to 75 per cent of the sales of radio
sets; 85 per cent of all vacuum cleaners; 80 per
cent of all pianos and v/ashing machines; 70 per cent
of all gas stoves; and 90 per cent of all sales of
sewing machines and mechanical refrigerators.
In 1927, 726 furnit':re stores in the National
Retail Credit Survey showed 57.7 per cent of their
sales on the installment plan as compared to 27.1
per cent on open account and 15.2 per cent for cash.
A marked tendency exists tov/ard increased
use of the installment plan in practically all lines
of businese.
You nay now even taxe a trip to airope or
see the world on the installment plan. The Cunard
Line now makes this possible on their deferred payment
I
travel plan. The J'ollov/ing statements are taken
from an advertisement of theirs in the Boston Herald
on March 1, 1932.
"You can now buy your ticket in a Cunarder the
same way you buy an automobile or refrigerator. A,
payment of as little as 25^^ of the cost of the voyage
is all that is necessary before sailing;; take a year
to pay the balance. This latest innovation is the
result of arrangement with certain 'Morris Plan Benks
and Companies. Interest is at the rate of 6%, no
other charges and normally no endorsers are required."
The following!; citation is another example
of the recent application of the installment plan.
The Governor of Massachusetts, in March, 1932,
signed a bill authorizing the advance payment of taxes
in installments.
Under the provisions of this measure, property
owners would first obtain a certificate from the local
board of assessors and then prior to September 1, would
be able to "pay to the collector of taxes of the city
or town in which the real estate is situated an amount
equal to not more than 90 per cent of the taxes
II
II
I
assessed on the real estate in 1931." Payments, the
bill provides, may be made in installments of less tl:i&n
10 oer cent of the tax, but in no case less than five
dollars
.
While the installment credit makes possible the
present use of an article or t}ie enjoyment of a con-
venience, that could otherv/ise not have been enjoyed
until the future, the advantage of the method depends
upon the degree of the satisfaction enjoined at the
present compared to what it v/ould have been in the
future. Plus the value placed on the present enjoyment.
The decision must therefore be left to the consumer,
as to the desirability of this convenience.
Professor Seligman in the closin^^, section of
his first volume on the "Bionomics of Installment Sell-
ing" states:
"Summing up the entire matter, we should say that
installment selling, like every new institution, is
subject to the perils of novelty. As the years roll
by, experience v/ill teach us to what classes of com-
modities and to v/hat strata of society installment sell-

Ing is economically applicable, iSome abuses and perils
which it were iihort-sif^ht ed to deny, have crept in.
It is not the part of wisdom to separate the chai'f
from the grain, to be on our guard against the obvious
dangers, and to eliminate one by one the improper prac-
tices until, precisely as in the case of our banking
structure, we may be able to establish fairly definite
and generally accepted standards for distinguishing
the sound from the unsound, the real from the specious?
When installment selling comes to be measured by these
criteria, we may expect to learn that the innocuous and
the salutary must not be confounded with the inappropriat
and the regrettable, and that, in its ultimate and re-
fined forms, inHtallment credit will be recognized as
constituting a significant and valuable contribution
to the modern economy.
Installment credit, in short if applied to the
proper articles and under the proper conditions, may
promote not slavery but liberation."
In conclusion, v/e may summarize the factors of
importance that are involved in the anplication and in-
fluence of installment credit as follov/s:-
I
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1. It is a natural evolution of credit.
2. It roust be applied to products meeting
certain qualil'ications , on the same
principles aa all good credit.
3. Eicperience has proven it to be a sourd
merchandising method v/hen properly used
and not abused.
4. It gives increased and steady production
providing greater consumption and insur-
ing employment
•
5. Results in a lower price ol' the article,
6. Creates in the buyer the incentive to
work and produce more, so that he may
enjoy a greater degree of individual
progress and happiness
•
7. It does not decrease the volume of saving"
or insurance but rather induces the con-
sumer to save and in some respects tends
to increase his capacity to do so.
8. It is for those concerned to so guide it,
that its benefits may be secured and its
abuses eliminated.
f
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